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Abstract We investigated how students use the representation of data in the given example appearing in an Interactive Diagram (ID) and how they create additional examples with the ID. Students who worked with the ID that offered limited representations and tools (illustrating ID) looked for ways to bypass the designed constraints: they changed the representation of the data or built new representations, but did not create new examples in any form. Working with another type of diagram (narrating ID), students treated the specific given example as a generic example and were able to reach a generalization in a process of systematic change and comparison. The variety of tools and representations offered in the design of the third type of ID (elaborating ID) yielded diverse strategies: students constructed, without guidance, various examples and initiated further inquiry that sometimes resulted in the systematic construction of examples, although the ID provided no tools for systematic change. KEYWORDS
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Introduction: learning with diagrams and the roles of examples Using technology to develop an interactive textbook (in the form of an activity book) is an attempt to create new opportunities for the construction of mathematical meaning with interactive descriptions. The domain of digital interactive mathematics textbooks is new and largely unexplored yet. In our study we seek to identify practices associated with the design of this type of textbook and to focus on the demonstration of examples by means of interactive diagrams (IDs). By diagram we mean a drawing, plan, scheme, or other method of clarifying or demonstrating a concept, an object, etc. IDs are relatively small and simple software applications (applets) built around a pre-constructed example. Learning with diagrams requires familiarization with diagrams through experience, and their interpretation is based on the students’ previous knowledge. Bremigan (2005) maintained that the modification of given diagrams or the construction of new diagrams in students' solutions were found to be related to success in problem-solving. Nunokawa (1994) suggested that in many cases paper diagrams do not stimulate reasoning and do not function as problem-solving tools because the mathematical structure of the situation is not sufficiently apparent in them. Indeed, a paper diagram attached to a problem can at best present a specific structure that would be appropriate at some particular moment or stage in the process of understanding the problem (Yerushalmy 2005). An interactive diagram, similarly to a static one, at first presents a specific case, but the user can subsequently change it so that it applies to a variety of relevant cases. To the extent to which diagrams in a mathematical text are intended to present certain information and a point of view (and could implicitly engage the viewer in meaningful interpretations), IDs offer viewers more explicit options for manipulating the diagram within given limitations. Mathematicians have written extensively about the importance of examples in understanding mathematical ideas and solving mathematical problems (e.g., Pólya, 1962; Lakatos, 1977). Examples are major contributors to the active learning of mathematics because students acquire mathematical concepts by working with specific cases. Examples can be seen as cultural mediators between learners and mathematical concepts, theorems, and techniques. They are a major means of mathematical communication, both with oneself and with others, -3-



enabling learners to "establish contact" with abstract ideas (Goldenberg & Mason, 2008). In most cases, students receive examples from an authority such as a teacher or a textbook. Watson & Mason (2002) argue that tracking an example given by an authority is different from a situation in which the students themselves construct the examples. To construct a new example, the student is required to recognize the features and the structure of the given example and to generalize in the process of constructing the example. Dahlberg & Housman (1997) show that students who create examples as a learning strategy were found to be more competent in learning a new concept. One of the unique features of computerized environments lies in the possibility to create multiple examples. Design that offers ways to systematically generate multiple and varied examples and to preserve and reconstruct processes, provides the basis for conceptual construction of knowledge by generalizations and conjectures (Yerushalmy, 1993). Therefore, design of ID tools is likely to support the authoring of new examples, modification of pre-constructed examples, and the generation of similar examples. We are interested in understanding the patterns of problem solving with examples that are given by IDs and that can be controlled to different degrees by the learner. We study the learners' problem-solving routines using three IDs, each one representing a different design attempt to present similar tasks. Through microanalysis of learning with each diagram and by comparative analysis of the students' work with the three IDs, we examine how students use the example appearing in the ID and how they create new examples with it. More specifically, we ask whether the students willingly construct their own examples or representations from a given example in order to solve a problem. Basing the functions of diagrams on social semiotic theories, we further ask how the characteristics of the processes of construction vary depending on the designed



forms and functions. Semiotic functions of interactive diagrams There are profound differences between the traditional page that appears on paper and the new page that derives its principles of design and organization from the screen and the affordances of technology. To investigate the design of interactive text, Yerushalmy (2005) performed a semiotic analysis of presentational, -4-



orientational, and organizational functions of diagrams based on visual socialsemiotic theory (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996). Although examples in an ID are usually designed to be modified, the example that initially appears in the diagram determines the nature of the presentational function of the example. Three types of examples are widely used in IDs: random, specific, and generic. In random examples the diagram appears differently at various times and for different users. Specific examples present the exact data of the activity of which they are part. A generic example presents a situation that could be part of a given task; it is basic in the sense that it illustrates the context of the problem, but it neither presents the specific data of the activity nor is it the most basic example of the content. The example is generic because it encourages the learner to generate other examples within a well-defined domain. Authors who use diagrams often intend to design a generic example, but learners often concentrate on specific details and as a result the example narrows the learner's spectrum of concrete mental imagery. The tone in which the text addresses the learner is subject to design decisions having to do with the orientational function. An example in a diagram can have an accurate appearance and speak in a strict, distant tone, or it can be subtle and adopt a non-authoritative tone. A sketch does not attempt to provide the complete picture but rather to highlight important elements, and therefore can be used as a plan for a variety of final products that share the same idea or structure. Often paper sketches are not sufficiently informative, and can even be misleading (their lack of detail precluding answers to questions raised by the sketchy appearance). IDs, however, can function both as sketches and as accurate diagrams in the sense that they can reveal their details. The intended role of the diagram in the activity determines its organizational functions. Illustrating diagrams are intended to focus the reader on the structure and objectives of the activity by offering a single graphic representation and relatively simple actions, such as viewing an animated example or modifying the example by direct manipulation of screen objects that change its appearance. Elaborating diagrams provide means for students to engage in activities that lead to the formulation of a solution and to operate at a meta-cognitive level. For example, in elaborating IDs dragging is not an illustrative function but an exploratory tool: dragging a graph results in linked changes of other -5-



representations and features, which invite exploration. Narrative diagrams are the principal delivery channel of the activity’s message. Similar to the narrator’s voice in Goldenberg (1999), the diagram is designed to call for action in a specific manner that supports the construction of the principal ideas of the task – namely, changing or generating examples with the help of specific procedures. Designing an ID within the context of algebra involves decisions in each of the above areas. We assume, however, that the technological tools and the IDs are artifacts. The actions students perform with the artifact and the changes they bring about in the forms and structures of the concepts at hand are mutually dependent and shaped by the different components of the learning environment (Artigue, 2002). Research design The present paper analyzes an experiment in which students were presented with an activity from an interactive textbook (the Function Web Book, Yerushalmy, Katriel, & Shternberg, 2002/4). All expositions, tasks, and exercises in the Function Web Book are designed around IDs. The research consisted of interviews based on problem solving (task-based interviews, Goldin, 2000). The main interaction of the interviewees was with the activity and not with the interviewer. Task-based interviews and observations were held with individual students. The interviewees were encouraged to solve the problems freely. The purpose was to monitor the learning process as students were engaged with the assigned activities, rather than to teach the students how to solve a specific type of problem. In our study, IDs in the assigned activities present examples of linear functions in a single variable. We chose a basic algebra activity that requires the writing of a symbolic expression to describe a given linear function graph, and designed four comparable activities. The first challenge was for each student to perform the activity using a paper diagram with a static example (Figure 1). The activity served as a common baseline for all three types of diagrams and allowed us to observe the construction of knowledge on paper. We did not attempt to compare the diagram on paper with an ID, but used it only as a baseline situation. After the student seemed to have exhausted the activity, the interviewer suggested to continue by working with one of the three interactive diagrams (Figures 2, 3, and 4). This allowed us to track the -6-



student’s progress and to learn about the construction of knowledge taking place through use of an interactive diagram. The diagrams used in the activity Write an expression describing the given line graph containing the two points marked on the diagram. The diagram in the paper activity The paper diagram (Figure 1) contained a grid on which students could read Cartesian numeric values for the two given points, compute the slope of the line, use as many point values as they needed to compute the value of the Yintercept, and write an expression of the structure of Figure 1. Paper diagram



y=ax+b. Three Interactive Diagrams For the illustrating ID (Figure 2), we designed a diagram that at first looks exactly as the one on paper, which served as the baseline. The diagram, however, did not include a grid because its orientation function was to act as a sketch. The illustrating ID provided the values of



Figure 2. Illustrating ID



ordered pairs for any point on the plane, but allowed only viewing of the given examples and permitted only a limited degree of intervention by activating controls in the graph. In the activity with the elaborating ID (Figure 3) a wide range of diagram options and diverse representations provided students with varied methods for solving the



Figure 3. Elaborating ID



problem. The diagram included the option of typing any function expression in any structure. Linked graphic representations and a table of values provided interactive feedback. The narrating diagram (Figure 4) was designed to lead to a solution through the use of specific tools: a parametric expression of a linear function in the form f(x) = a(x-c) + m, where a describes the slope and (c, -7Figure 4. Narrating ID



m) are the coordinates of a marked point located on the function graph; and an additional line graph that reflects the change in the graphic representation resulting from the parameter changes. The design of this diagram provides a setting for thinking about the form of a symbolic expression that describes a given linear function graph, and about how the expression highlights the character of the function to enable learning by comparison.
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Table 1. Comparative aspects of the research tool Illustrating ID1



Elaborating ID2



Narrative ID3



Examples Appearance of the example



Example appears as a graph line



Example appears as a graph line and a table of values



Example appears as a target line graph and a line graph that reflects the changing parametric expression



Interaction with the example



View



View and add your own



View, change, and compare



Representations Graph



A scalable sketch that can be made accurate by revealing the coordinates of points using the mouse



A scalable sketch that can be made accurate by revealing the coordinates of points using the mouse



A scalable sketch that can be made accurate by revealing the coordinates of points using the mouse



Algebraic expression



Not available



Free input function expressions linked to a graph and a table of values (up to 3 in parallel)



Input of systematically changing parameters of the given parametric expression of a linear function: f(x)=a(x-c)+m



Table of values



Not available



A given table of values spread homogeneously according to a specified scale and specified x delta. Each row represents the corresponding point in the graph.



Not available



Students participating in the study were 13- and 14-years-old 8th-graders in an urban public school who had been studying algebra for the second year. All the



1



http://www.cet.ac.il/math/function/line/applets/Applets/linear_mihkar01.html



2



http://www.cet.ac.il/math/function/line/applets/Applets/linear_mihkar03.html



3



http://www.cet.ac.il/math/function/line/applets/Applets/linear_mihkar02.html
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students studied linear functions in graphic, numeric, and symbolic representations: f(x )= ax+b. The challenge of the activity was to find the function on a diagram, on which the two marked points, the Y-intercept point, and the slope were not shown. Participating students were volunteers who had some experience using graphing software in mathematics, mainly graphing expressions and viewing the solutions of equations on graphs. They were familiar with formulating the function expression by reading the slope and identifying the Y-intercept and were not yet taught formulating an expression of a linear function through the two points. We provided each student with both a printed and an interactive diagram and indicated that the activity with the ID was similar to the one on paper. Each student worked with one type of the randomly presented IDs. We report on the work of nine students in three groups distinguished by the type of ID they used. Each analysis begins with a description of the work with the printed diagram, and continues with examination the student's progress in writing an algebraic expression of a linear function that crosses two given points, working with the interactive diagram.



Learning with examples given as illustrating diagrams In its appearance, the illustrating interactive diagram is similar to the paper diagram, the only difference being that the interactive diagram provides Cartesian numeric values for points under the cursor, whereas the paper diagram contains scale marks and squares to allow the reading of Cartesian numeric values. According to design functions, the ID is illustrating because it enables the viewing of the given example in a single representation and allows only a limited degree of intervention by activating the controls in the graph. We describe the solution process of three students (Roni, Yoni, and Maxim) who used the example appearing in an illustrating ID. Roni found the coordinates of the marked points on the paper diagram but was not able to write the symbolic expression of the function. She said: "It won’t help me much, to do it without anything, like that, on paper, I can’t do it alone." After Roni read the activity in the ID format, she used the example appearing in the ID to check the data on paper in order to solve the activity. She moved the mouse - 10 -



over the graph of the function and checked the coordinates of the marked points. She then lingered over the X-intercept (probably because the Y-intercept did not exist on the given diagram) and decided to use the information on point values, which she could obtain by moving the mouse, to create a table of values. She chose a point that had integer coordinates: "I'm trying to find integer points for the table." Roni followed the changes of the coordinates along the line, tracked the coordinates on the graph, and organized values of consecutive integers in a table. Two of the three points she chose to record were the marked points on the graph. She calculated the differences between the values in the table and the ratio between the differences to find the slope, concluded that the slope was 4, and wrote the expression of the function as 4x. To obtain the constant term, she used the mouse to extend the line beyond the borders of the system, to the imaginary intersection with the Y-axis. She estimated where the line would cross the Y-axis and suggested that the function is approximately 4x-15. To check, she substituted one coordinate in the function and obtained the expected correct y value. Working with the example appearing in the ID, Roni was able to solve the task. The ID served as a scaffold for the activity: watching the coordinates Roni created a table on paper and calculated the slope and the expression f(x) = ax+b. The option to read any point on the line led Roni to create a familiar representation on request. The dynamics of mouse tracing have led Roni to pretend tracing the undrawn part of the line until she reached the missing information about the Yintercept. An intriguing question is what prevented her from completing the activity when she was working with the paper example, where she could have read the slope as it increased by 8 over an interval of 2 between the marked points: (4, 1) and (6, 9).



Figure 6. Narrating ID



One important reason may have been the fact that using the dynamics of mouse tracing, Roni turned the example that appears in the ID from a static sketch into a detailed graph. The literature on dragging (Cuoco & Goldenberg, 1997) describes the mouse motion as bringing learners closer to calculus and rate ideas. Similarly, changes in coordinate values that accompany the mouse motion are perceived continuously and direct the students’ attention to change, whereas the grid on the paper encourages them to think discretely. - 11 -



Yoni started to solve the paper activity by viewing the graph as a sketch: the function is rising and "the slope is not very sharp." He decided that the slope was 2 and indicated that the intersection point with axis Y "is about –12" (he could not see the point in the given diagram, so he mentally changed the scale and suggested -12 as the constant term). As a result, Yoni wrote a linear function expression: f(x) = 2x-12, and proceeded to justify his assumption. He started building steps on the paper diagram to check the slope (Figure 6). He built one step and checked by how much the function rises when x rises by about 1. He reached the conclusion that the slope was 4 and the expression y = 4x-12. Yoni further checked the expression by considering the equation 4x-12 = 0, to match the solution that describes the x coordinate at the intersection point with the Xaxis, and obtained x = 3. This allowed Yoni to conclude that the expression was "more or less [correct]" because it was not possible to know exactly what the accurate intersection point with the Y-axis was. Using the ID, Yoni confirmed his previous assumption, proceeding as he had before on paper. First, he checked with the mouse the coordinates of the intersection points of the functions along the X-axis. Next, he focused on the slope: he drew an imaginary step with the mouse (similar to the one he had drawn previously on the paper diagram), and using the presentation of the point coordinates he checked the rate of change of the function when x changes by 1. Yoni used the ID again to improve the expression he found: he used the slope and the intersection of the graph with the X-axis to find the intersection points with the Y-axis. Finally, he wrote a new expression f(x) = 3x-13 (the correct expression is f(x) = 4x-15). Yoni's solution pattern was sketchy. He used approximate data even when he could have obtained accurate numbers. He used the precisely marked coordinates on the ID only for the purpose of checking the expression. In the course of the activity with the paper diagram and with the ID, Yoni used tools and representations that were not shown in the diagram: looking at the steps, changing the scale (by completing the graph beyond the given limits), and building algebraic expressions. Yoni used a similar working pattern with both diagrams. The progress he made in learning while working with ID amounted to understanding the concept of the slope (he used the slope and the point of intersection with the X-axis on the graph to find the intersection points with the Y-axis). His solution was based only on the expression he knew beforehand. - 12 -



Or found the coordinates of the marked points on the paper diagram but was unable to write the symbolic expression of the function. In the ID example he used the Cartesian numeric values in the graph to find the coordinates of the intersection points of the line with the X-axis but did not know how to proceed from there. Summary Common to the students’ attempts to solve the problem using the illustrating diagram was the need to change the representation of the data in the given example, to build a focused collection of data, and to expand the given representations or build new ones. This was a challenge because the design did not provide any straightforward tools for doing so, and did not offer any free input or scaling options. Therefore, students perceived the basic functions of the diagram as intended, the graph being a specific example from which it is possible to derive the data. All their attempts were directed at finding the answer in the form of f(x) = ax+b by computing the slope and conjecturing, validating, or arguing about the Y-intercept that did not appear on the graph. The students used the ID to check and complete the numeric values, finding or improving their estimation of the rate of change of the function, or checking and improving their initial guesses made on paper. They perceived the given graph as a sketch that reveals the "big picture," and the terms used by the students reflect this concentration on the sketchy description of the object: the common description was of a line with a positive slope that intersects "somewhere below." At the same time, students used the numeric data and changed their focus from data testing to choosing the necessary data by interactively revealing additional numeric values on the graph. Both the paper and the interactive diagram required nonstraightforward constructions because of the discrepancy between the form of the expression they produced and the given example. The two students who completed the activity successfully used other options than those offered by the diagram, as well as tools and representations that they had constructed on their own. The student who could not construct his own tools and representations was not able to proceed with the activity.



Learning with examples given as an elaborating diagram - 13 -



The example appearing in the elaborating ID provided several representations and tools (Table 1). According to design functions, the diagram is an elaborating ID because it includes a wide range of representations and controls within the representations. It offers a variety of options for solving the activity based on previous knowledge. In one of the options students can use the table of values: they can find the Y-intercept or order the X-axis values in constant increments and find the slope. Alternatively, they can use the graphic representation or insert expressions to solve the problem. The diagram allows entering any function expression, whatever its structure, linked to a graphic representation and a table of values. It allows students to check whether the expression matches the given example, and to construct new examples. Below we describe the solution processes of three other interviewees (Uri, Ilana, and Dani) who used an elaborating diagram. Uri made no progress in the paper activity. He mentioned expression form f(x) = ax+b: "Y equals something with x… ax", but he did not try to write the expression. Once he was given the ID, he entered the expression 3x+1 and obtained a graph that was different from the original example. Then he decided to divide the expression into two parts and investigate the meaning of each parameter separately. Uri: 3x+1 (inserts the expression in the ID)… so let's say the slope equals 3. More or less… let's say… something x … (inserts the expressions: 3x, 2x, 4x) … I want to see what is the slope, and if it’s 4x, then this is it. Interviewer: How can you see it’s 4x? Uri: Parallel lines… now after I know the slope, I check the absolute term. Now I'll try to approximate as much as possible (inserts 4x-4, 4x-8, 4x-15) I think I found it. It’s the line 4x-15.



At first he inserted the linear function expression in the form ax+b, realized that the expression did not fit, and decided to focus on one parameter at a time. First he wrote an expression of the form of ax and decided that the slope equals 3 explaining that: "I saw that the graph is going up, so it can't be minus. So I tried 3…" Then he changed the coefficient and obtained the slope by changing the parameter a in the expression and by comparing the function he obtained with the
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given function. He explained that if the graphs are parallel, they have the same slope. At the stage of choosing a value for parameter a he did not know that the slope of the graph increases as the parameter increases, which could be determined by selecting values for the parameter (checking the expressions: 3x, 2x, 4x). When Uri determined what the slope was, he added the constant term to the expression. At the beginning of the activity with the ID, when he checked the expression 3x+1, he received a graph that intersects the Y-axis above the origin, whereas in the original graph the Y-axis is below the origin. This is probably the reason why he tried to use negative absolute terms in his expressions. He changed the parameter b and compared the functions until the graph in the given example and the one he constructed coincided. Uri was able to explain the role of the parameters in a linear function expression and how they relate to the characteristics of the graph function. He explained that the slope value of 4 shows the inclination of the graph ("It could be the size of the line... If it is inclined or straight") and argued that the constant term specifies the point of intersection with the Y-axis ("… it means that the line crosses the axis [referring to the Y-axis]… it shows that it is higher or lower"). While solving, Uri ignored the table of values, systematically changing the parameters of the expression in the form ax+b, which represents the new example constructed by Uri, and comparing the resulting graphs with the graph of the original example. (He compared two graphs, the original one and his own, although he had the option to enter three). The example he constructed helped Uri understand the significance of the parameters in the expression and in this way derive the meaning of a linear function expression from the general example. Ilana characterized the example in the paper activity according to what she saw on the graph, which she considered to be a sketch: "We know that the function is rising. It intersects the Y-axis at a negative value, and the X-axis at a positive value. The difficulty is to know where exactly." She was stuck, and at that point started the activity with the ID. Initially she used the graphic representation and the table of values to find out about the intersecting points with the axes. She changed the scale to find the intersecting point with the Y-axis and found that it was equal to -15, and with the X-axis, which was at about 4. She switched to the - 15 -



table of values in the ID and obtained the same result on the Y-axis, but was not able to find the value of x corresponding to y=0 in the table because the intersection point with the X-axis is 3.75, 0 and it does not appear in the original table. Ilana said that she could not remember how to write an expression, so the interviewer told her that she could write the expression in the ID. Ilana tried x+y = -15 and other similar expressions that were not explicit functions but rather coincidental combinations of variables and numbers that she previously found at intersection points. These expressions were not syntactically correct and were therefore rejected by the applet. She wrote the expression 15 and obtained a constant function line: Ilana: [enters the expression line 15] No… mmm… a strait line that cuts y at 15 mm… let's say minus 15 [writes -15], so it cuts in here. Interviewer: This is the function you need or… Ilana: O.K., this is not the function I need. It should have an x. The question is where to put it [Writes the expression -15+x] Mmm… [Corrects the expression to 15+4x and obtains a graph that merges with the given graph]… If it's correct then… oh… Interviewer: How did you do it? Ilana: The interception point of the function of axis Y with… the function…and the interception point with axis X which is 4 and then multiply by x.



It was a major challenge for Ilana to write an expression in an acceptable form. Having achieved it, she compared the graph she obtained with the original graph and systematically constructed other functions using it to interpret the parameter b in the function graph. She found the constant term of the function but was not able to determine the value of parameter a. The expression she obtained was unintentionally correct because the coefficient x is equal to the intersection point of the function with the X-axis, which she found in the graph. Ilana's learning progress amounted to building the linear function expression in the form f(x) = ax+b and understanding the meaning of parameter b with the help of the examples she constructed. In the course of the activity Ilana did not learn the meaning of parameter a in the function expression and did not understand its connection with the characteristics of the graph.
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Dani carried out the paper activity, found the coordinates of the intersection point with the X-axis, and stated that he could not find the intersection with the Y-axis. He did not know how to continue with the activity. Dani started the activity with the ID by finding the values of the x and y intercepts in the table, then used the graph for the same purpose. He checked the function value when x equals zero, copied 15, and forgot the minus. Changing the step size in the tool, he was able to find the value of x when y equals zero. He found it to be 3.75 and wrote the expression y = 3.75x+15 on paper. Dani’s assumption was that the parameters a and b in the linear form ax+b indicate the x and y intercepts respectively. But number 15 in the expression definitely did not fit because the graph intercept was negative. He



Figure 7.



therefore changed the scale of the graph. While operating with ID, Dani also constructed and used the paper representation: he wrote down the table on paper (two rows in which he recorded the intersection points with the axes), used the graph on paper, and wrote various expressions on paper as he substituted and calculated. Dani used the table on paper (Figure 7) to calculate the slope as a ratio between differences so that he could see "how much it goes up each



Figure 8.



time." To calculate the slope, Dani also counted the cells (marked in the drawing, Figure 8) on the grid paper graph: he checked the changes in y when x is modified by 1, and finally wrote down the expression y = 4x-3.75. He changed the minus sign to a plus sign (y = 4x+3.75) and explained that when y equals zero, the point is 3.75 and when x equals zero, y is 15.He did not seem to know what to do with the numbers, tried to multiply the differences using the calculator, rechecked the intersection points with the axes in the table, and said that they were -15 and 3.75, then wrote out the expression y = 15x+3.75. He wrote all the expressions on paper and did not try to write them in the ID. It seems that at the beginning of activity with the ID he used the ID only to find the intersection points of the function with the axes, and did most of his work on paper. Dani exercised the option of writing an expression in the ID only after the interviewer pointed out the features available in the ID. In the beginning, Dani used the option of writing an expression in the ID to check the expression he obtained on paper, after which he returned to determine the slope on paper. He - 17 -



made a mistake in determining the constant term of the expression and used the ID to verify the expression he wrote on paper: Dani: When x equals 0, y equals minus 15. And when y equals zero… How much is it? 15 divided by 3.75… 4 (uses the calculator to divide 15 by 3.75 and writes on paper 4y = x-15). 4y = x-15. How do I do 4y? oh, so it is 4x minus …wait 15 multiplied by 4… 4x… minus… 60… [Inputs the expression 4x-60 (Figure 9)] Wrong… Interviewer: Why do you think it's wrong? Dani: Because it is supposed to merge with it... Figure 9.



Interviewer: And how does it look now?



Dani: It's on the right side… Here y = 4x-15. [Writes it on the diagram and obtains the right graph on the computer] So... I divided 15 by 3.75 and got 4. So x equals 4 [he means the parameter value a, the slope]. And the 15… sorry minus 15 was y [he means the intersection point with the Y-axis].



After verifying the expression in the ID, he obtained a graph that was parallel with the original graph, and the expression turned into a representation of a new example. Dani changed the value of parameter b in the ID, turning the original example together with the new one into generic examples regarding parameter b. To compare the two functions, Dani used a graphic and an algebraic expression. This time he avoided using the table of values. His learning progress amounted to understanding the meaning of parameters a and b in the expression ax+b, and of their connection with function characteristics. He explored parameter b with the help of the example he constructed. Summary Three students who were challenged with the example given by the elaborating diagram successfully solved the problem while changing its focus from computing a line through two given points to finding the slope and the Y-intercept. They ignored the two given points and instead constructed an expression in the form with which they were familiar. Their attempts demonstrate diverse working strategies in using the free symbolic input and the three function representations in the diagram. One student (Uri) used the free symbolic input to write an expression and systematically change its parameter values. We interpret his work as building a generic example. The second student (Ilana) used the free input only after the - 18 -



interviewer pointed out this option. She started the activity by trial and error, entering various non-explicit function expressions and other invalid syntax inputs that were coincidental combinations of variables and coordinates of intersection points. Ilana reached a turning point when she incidentally plotted and interpreted the constant function graph. Once she was able to link between a constant term and a graph she was able to generalize the meaning of the b parameter in f(x) = ax+b, but she misunderstood the meaning of the parameter a. Dani's solution attempt resembles solutions with an illustrating diagram: he looked for numeric values on the graph and in the table, which he then used for his paper and pencil computations. When he started using the free symbol input, having been prompted by the interviewer, he realized that he had made a mistake in his work on paper. He went back to calculate the slope and the constant term on paper, and rewrote an expression with the ID to check. Once the line of the input expression looked parallel with the original graph, Dani's focus changed from finding the Y-intercept to comparing the two lines and achieving a correct constant term by making his example to overlap the given line. The students treated the original example and each of the examples they constructed as generic, changing them, checking, and explaining as they were examining the family or collection they generated. By comparing the characteristics of the functions in the collection they were able to generalize and internalize the meaning of the parameters in the expression and their connection with the function characteristics. The students chose to use the IDs that included multiple representations and tools in a limited fashion. Two of the students used the expression-writing option only after the interviewer directed them to it. The third student, who did use this option, ignored the table of values in the ID while solving the problem.



Learning with examples given as a narrating diagram The given example that appeared in a narrating diagram (Table 1) included a parametric expression of a linear function in the form f(x) = a(x-c)+m, and a graph of function f(x)=1(x-1)+1 on which the point (1, 1) was marked. This form of the linear function was new to our interviewees (Shay, Rina, and Gil), and one of the challenges was to learn the new form.
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Shay identified the given function expression in the paper activity. First, he found slope a by calculating the ratio between the differences in the coordinates of the points marked on the graph. Next, he retrieved the constant term b by substituting the marked point (4, 1) in the expression, solving the equation: 1=4 · 4 + b. He wrote the function expression f(x) = 4x-15 and checked the expression by substituting the values of the second point. Although he successfully completed the paper activity, Shay accepted the suggestion of the interviewer to continue working with the activity using the ID. Shay systematically observed each of the parameters. At



Figure 10.



first he described a in the expression f(x) = a (x-c) + m as a slope and considered it to be 4 (the number he determined in his paper activity). He obtained two parallel graphs (Figure 10) and one function expression f(x) = 4(x-1)+1. To determine the value of the parameter c in the diagram expression f(x) = a(x-c)+m, Shay reconstructed his



Figure 11.



calculations on paper. He compared the expression of the example appearing in the ID to that obtained on paper (1=4 · 4 + b and f(x) = 4x15) and performed algebraic operations on the expression (opened the brackets) in the ID: "4 multiplied by 4… it was 16?… no it’s 4” (inserted 16 in c, then corrected it to 4, after which the two straight lines merged (Figure 11)). Shay checked with the mouse one of the marked point coordinates (4, 1). Apparently only at this point did he make the connection between parameters c and m in the new form expression in the ID and the coordinates of the marked point on the line. He described the meaning of the parameters in the expression: "a is the slope I found, c is… c is the x of the point, 4, and m is the y of this point, which is 1." Following interviewer request, Shay constructed an expression of the same function with the coordinates of the other point. At the end of the activity, Shay mentioned that he learned a new structure of a linear function expression, the parameters of which describe the values of a point on the function graph and a slope: Shay: " …I learned that… this new formula, that it is possible to just write the slope multiplied by x minus… the x value of one of the points plus the y - 20 -



value of the point and then… you can get the… the function expression instead of everything I did the first time [meaning his work in the paper activity], that it's just… I just multiplied one value by the other and then what is needed to get to the y value." He explained that the expression describes what he had calculated on paper, when after positioning x to get y, he had to complete the exercise: Shay: "It's actually the same operation we did in here; only it's a formula rather than a calculation… it’s the slope multiplied by x minus the point here. It’s actually the same operation and shows how much you need to add in order to retrieve the value of y." In the course of the activity Shay constructed new examples by using the option to change the parameters of the expression in the diagram, one parameter at a time. The expression of the function constructed with the ID is an expression in a new form that was presented in the ID. The specific original example, when treated as one of many other systematically produced examples, acted as a generic example. After finding the appropriate values of the parameters in the expression by performing algebraic operations, and reconstructing the process of finding the parameters in the paper work, the student understood the connection between the meaning of parameters m and c and the coordinates of one of the points on the graph. Rina found the coordinates of the marked points on paper and made no further progress. She started the activity with the ID by finding the coordinates of the marked points on the function graph. She corrected what she had written on paper: "I made a mistake in counting the squares [on paper] and in here [ID] it was given." Having tried out the parameter controls, Rina constructed a collection of examples and analyzed the obtained results by comparing the constructed graphs between themselves and with the original graph. In the beginning, she changed the parameter a using the arrows (she increased the value of parameter a from 1 to 5; when the slope reached 4 the graphs became parallel; then she changed the value of a back to 1). Still using the arrow, she then increased the parameter until the graphs become parallel, increased it again by 1, then returned a to its original value. - 21 -



Rina: It changes the graph's gradient [demonstrates the change in the slope by moving her hand]. After she determined the slope, she focused on parameter c: "I need to change c, a is 4." She reset a to 4 so that both graphs were parallel, and changed parameter c with the arrows, so that the blue graph moved to the right until it merged with the red graph. When the interviewer asked her to sum up what she had learned, she changed again parameter c, but this time she left traces. Rina: I changed what's in the brackets, that is x minus 3 and then I added 1. The more you add, another number (c rises) the graph moves to the right on the X-axis and that’s how the number grows and when you decrease… [returned the blue graph until it merged with the red graph]. She was able to complete the task by defining the meaning of parameter a as the function slope and the meaning of parameter c as describing horizontal translations. Rina used the given example as a generic example in the context of the two parameters (a and c) of the expression. She manipulated the given expression f(x) = a(x-c)+m and described the role of the parameters in the function graph: parameter c (in brackets) acting to shift the graph right or left, and parameter a defining the slope of the function. Gil changed the scale of the graph in the paper drawing (Figure 12.) to find the Yaxis intercept: he extended the Y-axis and the function graph until they intersected, and found that the intersection point with the axis was -15. He evaluated the function's change between the two marked points, mentioned that y increases by 8 when x increases by 2, and wrote 2x=8y. He concluded that because the intersection with the Y-axis was -15, the expression must



Figure 12.



be 8y=2x-15, and then y=¼ x-15 (divided by 8). He erased the expression on the paper and started working with the example appearing in the ID. Gil began the activity with the ID by changing the scale and finding the Y-intercept. He looked for a way to check the expression he obtained with the paper diagram but then realized that free input of function expressions is not one of the options included in the narrating ID. Therefore, he constructed a collection of examples by changing the parameter a in the example appearing in the ID and comparing the graphs he obtained with the original graph. He increased the parameter until the graphs became parallel, and determined the value of parameter a. Next, he - 22 -



changed the parameters c and m of the example based on the expression he had written on paper, and tried to relocate the expression in the diagram based on the form of the expression he obtained on paper. Parameter c was obtained by changing the structure of the given expression to match the structure of the expression he used on paper. He explained that he was trying to come up with the function expression he had produced on paper: "I am trying to retrieve the function [he meant the expression] that I wrote." Eventually he found the expression that matched the structure he had previously obtained by defining the diagram parameter c as 0, and came up with the expression he needed in order to complete the activity, the expression in the form he was familiar with: 4(x+0)-15 = 4x-15. Gil converted the given expression in the diagram (f(x) = a(x-c)+m) to the form he was familiar with (f(x) = ax+b), by defining c as 0. He constructed new examples to find the slope in the ID, determined the slope correctly, and was able eventually to correct his mistake in the paper activity and relate the value of the slope to the change in the values of the function: "When x increases by 2, y increases by 8. This means that the slope is 4x and the interception with the Y-axis is at -15, so it is 4x-15." Summary The three students who worked with the example given as a narrating ID made progress in their learning. The example and the tools were used for systematic inquiry. The structure of the original example and the tools designed in the diagram seemed to direct them to construct new examples, compare the new examples with the given one, and follow the graphic changes produced by changing the parameters. The given expression form, which was new to them, was in the focus of their inquiry. Shay’s and Rina’s generalizations helped them to learn about the significance of parameters in the new form of the expression, whereas Gil who converted the form of the given expression to another familiar form deepened his understanding of the significance of the parameters in the known form of the expression. Shay used the algebraic technique to learn about the connection between the new form and the one he knew before. The three students used the given example within the
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narrating ID as a generic example that expanded with the new examples they constructed.



Discussion The current study provides evidence that ID design can support the generation of various examples, the changing of a pre-constructed example, and the generation of similar or new examples. The literature describes students creating their own examples when required to do so by a teacher or by a written activity (Shipman & Watson, 2008; Watson & Mason, 2002; Dahlberg & Housman, 1997), and it describes students learning from given examples (Goldenberg & Mason, 2008). In the course of our study we also observed that students created their own examples while working on activities that included IDs, without having been asked to do so explicitly. Although the activities used in this study do not explicitly require creating new examples, the design of two interactive diagrams (the elaborating and narrating IDs) enables the creation of new examples under the constraints defined by each design. Initially, the students had no intention of building new examples, and not all the expressions entered in the IDs represent an attempt to create a new example. Students entered expressions in the IDs for the purpose of checking results. In so doing, they treated the expression as an erroneous guess for the original example and not as a representation of a new example. But even so, they gradually came to view their guesses as an entity in itself that should be investigated. When they recognized that their actions focused on creating new examples and often on generalizing a specific example into an example space, they became aware of the generality of the given original example in the diagram and started treating it as a generic example. Davydov (1972) suggested that generalization is the result of comparison between examples, reflecting the differences that enable learners to see the critical common features rather than properties, relevant or irrelevant, which the examples happen to have in common. Our study appears to validate this claim, as students exposed the salient, common features of the expressions by actively comparing special cases rather than engaging in mere pattern-spotting. The students used the comparison between the function graphs (parallelization, relative slope, and copies), and the effect of the parameter values in the expression form to learn about the algebraic representation of the function. Comparison is the way to perceive the structures, dependencies, and relationships that characterize mathematical abstraction (Davydov, 1972). The - 24 -



learning that occurred with elaborating and narrating diagrams, which allowed students to freely enter examples in different forms, was manifested first when students used the given, specific example as a subject for comparison that leads to conjectures and conflicts; and second, when they generalized a created example to produce an example space based on that specific example. Similarly to other studies (Watson & Shipman, 2008; Watson & Mason, 2002; Dahlberg & Housman, 1997), our research concluded that the act of creating examples is a learning act: in the process of creation of examples students reorganize, expand, or rebuild their knowledge. But beyond the apparent commonalities that led to the above conclusions, our analysis suggest diversity that should be viewed in part as a ramification of the three design attempts. Being able to enter various expressions and three function representations in the elaborating ID opens a range of working strategies before students, although in our case students did not take advantage of the wide variety of options and representations available. The choice of a specific tool or representation was affected by the student’s preliminary knowledge, and therefore each student chose to use different representations and tools. Two of the three students used the option to enter expressions in the diagram only after prompted to do so by the interviewer. One of them showed no indication of knowledge of algebraic representation of functions, whereas the other chose to do all the work using algebraic representation with paper and pencil. Until that point, both used the ID only to check data for the given example. When they began to work with the ID, all three students focused on the specific example given, but after the initial stage they proceeded along different paths: systematic research of parameters in the expression using the option to enter free expressions in the ID, experimentation with the form of the expression in the ID by trial and error, and elaborative work on the expression with paper and pencil, with the ID being used only for checking. At some stage during the work, the students started comparing the identifiers of the given example with the new examples they created while searching for the right expression for the given example. Only when they had a visual or other “clue” that they could recognize and connect with the symbolic representation, did they begin addressing the new example as a generic one, and subsequently began working systematically, although no tools for systematic change were available. - 25 -



The students transformed the example they constructed into a generic example, and having analyzed its characteristics, determined the roles of parameters a and b in the graph. The parameters a and b became visual and “tangible” for the students, who consequently were able to generalize and assimilate the meaning of the parameters in the expression and their connection with the characteristics of the function. Students who worked with the illustrating ID looked for ways to bypass the design constraints of the ID. They changed the representation of the data in the given example, and expanded the given representations or built new ones, but did not build new examples in any form. The students used mostly the specific sketch provided in various ways to examine its numeric details. Our hypothesis was that the illustrating ID cannot be more helpful then a paper diagram because its design is similar to that of the paper diagram and offers only a limited choice of representations and tools. Surprisingly, we found that it can be more helpful than paper diagrams are. If students have sufficient relevant knowledge that is not adequately structured yet, the IDs can help present the parts of the less-structured ideas to make them more coherent in a problem-solving process (as in Roni’s case). Following Vygotsky, Murata (2008) noted how learners’ abstract ideas are made concrete in the learning process. One of the affordances of visual representations is giving structure to student ideas (to make them meaningfully visible and concrete). In this way, students can focus on core aspects of the problem and engage in their own meaning-making process. Students who worked with the narrating ID used the diagram for systematic inquiry. They built generic examples in the narrating ID following the parameter changes in the given expression form, which was new for them. In the process of changing the parameters, the students investigated the effects of changes in the expressions on the graph and learned the new expression form. By changing and comparing, they reached a generalization. Narrating IDs can produce a change in familiar (existing) knowledge, but they do not always do so. Analysis of the effect of designed examples appearing in IDs on the problem-solving process reveals two major factors related to the use of the examples: (1) attention to and awareness of details in the given example, and (2) the personal choices students made in the construction of additional details for the original example and in the creation of new examples. Interactive examples offer multiple views and support - 26 -



autonomous guided inquiry. Using examples of IDs in the problem-solving process helped students achieve a balance between open-ended exploration and the specific content and objectives of the activity. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This research was supported by The Israel Science Foundation (Grant No. 236/05).
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